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Post Office

5.  Mail the letters together, if possible.

6.  Read a story about the post office, or show a video clip of your own post

office.

7.  Invite a postal worker to visit your classroom to describe his or her work,

show his or her mailbags and bins, and explain the machines in a post office.

8.  Ask children to let you know when they receive their letters and see if there

are any differences as to when children get their letters. “Why would some

take two days, and some take three days?”

Related books Frog and Toad, The Letter by Arnold Lobel

Ira Says Goodbye by Bernard Waber

w Shirley Salach, Northwood, NH

Mailbags
Materials large brown grocery bags

scissors

stapler

blue paint

markers

American flag stickers (optional)

What to do 1.  Cut off a 2” strip from the top of a large brown grocery bag.

2.  Staple each end of the strip to the sides of the bag to make a shoulder strap.

3.  Paint the bag and strap with blue paint.

4.  When dry, write “U.S. Mail” on both sides and add American flag stickers for

decoration.

5.  Children can make their own bags to bring home or use in the postal center.

w Andrea Hungerford, Plainville, CT
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Post Office

Main Post Office, USA
Materials long low table

three child-sized chairs

three tri-fold display boards

three working calculators

three shoeboxes

stamps (free stamps from junk mail)

pretend money

cardstock paper

markers

four 3’-long dowel rods

four coffee cans

sand

lightweight rope

working baby scale

envelopes of varying sizes

small square table and small rectangular table

writing paper

pens and pencils

What to do 1.  Ask the children if they have ever been to a post office with their parents.

Talk about the things they might have seen there. Discuss the counter, the

stamps, the workers, and anything else they might have seen.

2.  Set up a postal center with the children. Place a long, low table in the area

with three chairs behind it.

3.  Cut the front of the three tri-fold display boards down to almost the bottom,

making sure you don’t cut them apart. Place them on the table to serve as

dividers for each post office station. For stability, tape the top of the display

boards together and tape the bottoms to the table.

4.  Place one calculator and one shoebox at each station. Put stamps in one part

of the shoebox and pretend money in the other.

5.  Use the cardstock paper and markers to create badges for the post office

workers. You can pin or tape these to the children as they play.

6.  Pour sand into each coffee can and place a dowel rod in each one. Use these

to create a walkway up to the table. Tie the rope to the dowel rods to

complete the walkway.

7.  Remove the top from a baby scale, exposing the square platform. Place the

baby scale on the small square table and explain to the children that they

can use it to weigh oversize items.

8.  Place envelopes of varying sizes, writing paper, pens, and pencils on the

rectangular table and place several small chairs around it.


